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Abstract 

How to generate the task-oriented optimal agent coalition is a key issue of multi-agent 

system, which is a typical optimization problem. In this paper, an improved particle 

swarm optimization (IPSO) is proposed to solve this problem. In order to overcome the 

premature and local optimization problem in traditional particle swarm optimization 

(PSO), we proposed a variation of inertia weight PSO algorithm by analyzing the 

feasibility of particle optimization process in PSO. Compared with several well-known 

algorithms such as PSO, ACO, experimental results show that the global search 

capability of IPSO has been significantly improved and IPSO can effectively avoid 

premature convergence problem. Also it can solve the multi-agent coalition formation 

problem effectively and efficiently. 
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1. Introduction 

As agent technology becomes more reliable and capable, multi-agent systems have 

been widely utilized to model real-world applications, such as multi-robotic systems [1], 

cloud computing [2]. The resources, capabilities and intelligence of individual agent are 

limited in multi-agent systems, so individual agent mainly rely on the coalition formation 

to complete complex tasks which is difficult. Such as perform of tasks like parallelism, 

spatial distribution, the strong fault tolerance, and the distribution functions [3]. Coalition 

formation has been a very active area of research and is an important basic issue in multi-

agent systems; the main research is how to dynamically coordinate form agent coalition in 

order to complete a given task [4]. 

How to generate the task-oriented optimal agent coalition is a key issue of multi-agent 

system, the coalition formation problem was first introduced around 1993, and then 

become an important research direction [5]. Judging from the forthcoming and recent 

conferences, journal special issues, research reports, it is evident that there is growing 

interest in coalition formation problem.  

At present, typical algorithms of coalition formation can be classified into two kinds: 

the first one is many researchers have studied on how to reduce the complexity of 

exhaustive method. We identify some of the limitations of deterministic search algorithms 

reported in literature. These include assumption of independence of coalition values and 

the exponential growth in computational requirements. Such as Sandholm and Lesser V R 

found the optimal coalition structure is a NP complete problem [6]. Shehory introduced a 

constant K to limit the number of agents in agent coalition [7]. DeVany proved that with 

the number of agent increasing, in order to quickly find the optimal coalition structure 

was very difficult [8]. Ye, D.Y. proposed a self-adaptation-based dynamic coalition 
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formation mechanism. The proposed mechanism operates in a neighborhood agent 

network. This mechanism enables agents to dynamically adjust their degrees of 

involvement in multiple coalitions and to join new coalitions at any time [9]. 

The second is based on intelligent algorithms. Such as Yang, J.G. and Luo, Z.H 

proposed a GA-based algorithm for coalition structure formation which aims at achieving 

goals of high performance, scalability, and fast convergence rate simultaneously [10]. Na 

Xia proposed used ant colony optimization algorithm for this problem, but did not receive 

good results [11]. Guo-fu Zhang used the particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) 

for solving complex coalition problems [12]. There is convergence fast, easy to 

implement and robustness advantages in the basic PSO algorithm, but is easy to fall into 

local optimum [13]. Many improved methods were proposed to improve the quality of 

solutions, for example Bo Xu proposed quantum evolutionary algorithm (QEA) and 

quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization for this problem [14, 15]. But the 

convergence of the algorithm is slow, while global optimization is not strong.  

Recently, multi-agent systems have been employed to various domains in the real-

world applications, such as foraging [16], box-pushing [17], aggregation and segregation 

[18], formation forming, cooperative mapping soccer tournaments, site preparation, 

sorting, and collective construction. All of these systems consist of multiple robots or 

embodied simulated robots acting autonomously based on their own individual decisions 

[19, 20]. However, some of these approaches are either cannot scale to large numbers or 

fragile to dynamic environment. To develop a new algorithm is a challenging task. 

As many real-world problems are dynamic, they change over time. In such cases, 

requiring the optimization algorithm has to track a moving optimum as closely as 

possible, rather than just find a single good solution. The traditional algorithms that 

design underlying assumptions and mainly got rid of issues that must be addressed cannot 

meet the requirement of real-world any more.  

In this paper, we do some further researches on agent coalition formation problem in 

dynamic environment and how to improve the speed of finding optimal solution, an 

improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) is proposed to solve this problem. In order 

to overcome the premature and local optimization problem in traditional particle swarm 

optimization (PSO), proposed a variation of inertia weight improved PSO algorithm by 

analyzing the feasibility of particle optimization process in particle swarm optimization. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the background of 

PSO and model for agent coalition are introduced; in Section 3, an improved particle 

swarm optimization (IPSO) is proposed; in Section 4, experimental analyses are given. At 

last, the conclusions and future work are given in Section 5. 

 

2. Background 
 

2.1 Model for Coalition Formation 

This section identifies issues that must be addressed when the algorithm is applied to 

the multi-agent domain. In this paper, we will assume that [8, 10]: 

(1) All agents are available. 

(2) The agent can execute only one operation at a time.  

Current multi-agent coalition formation algorithms assume that },...,{ 21 nAAAA  is 

for n Agent agents and that each has r-dimension capability 

vector  r

iiii bbbB ,..., 21
, 0j

ib , ( ni 1 , rj 1 ), where each capability is a 

property that quantifies the ability to perform an action. },...,{ 21 mtttT  is for m tasks, 

and that a set of corresponding capability vector  r

tttt IIII
bbbB ,..., 21

. The agents 

communicate with each other and are aware of all tasks to be performed.  
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Agent coalition },...,{ 21 mCCCCS  , a coalition iC  is a group of agents that decide to 

cooperate to perform a common task and each coalition performs a single task it . A 

coalition iC  has r-dimensional capability vector cB  representing the sum of the 

capabilities that the coalition members contribute to this specific coalition. A coalition iC  

can perform a task it only if its capability requirement vector satisfies
j

C

j

t ii
BB  , for 

each iC , there exist coalition cost 
icCost and coalition value 

icValue . The multi-agent 

coalition is an optimization problem and can be depicted as follows: 

Object function Max CSValue = )(
1




m

i

iCValue   (3) 

Restriction k
C

k
t ij

BB  ( mji  ,1 , rk 1 ) 

 

2.2 Particle Swarm Optimization 

PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization, PSO) derived from complex adaptive systems 

(Complex Adaptive System, CAS). CAS theory was proposed in 1994, a CAS member is 

called body. Such as birds research systems, each bird in this system is called the body. 

Body has adaptability; it can communicate with the environment and other body, and 

change their structure and behavior in accordance with the process of exchange "learning" 

or "accumulate experience" [21]. 

PSO was first formally proposed in 1995 by Eberhart and Kennedy, and was originally 

derived from studies on the foraging behavior of birds [22]. PSO algorithm aims to find 

the global optimum value, the basic PSO algorithm speed formula is as follows [23]: 

))()((**))()((**)()1( 2211 tXtPcrtXtPcrtVtv idgdidididid      （1） 

)()()1( tXtVtX ididid                 （2） 

Where )1( tVid  denotes the speed value of i particle d dimension in the 1t  

generation, 1r , 2r  is random number in [0,1], 1c , 2c is the velocity coefficient and is a 

constant, idP is the individual current best location， gdP is the current global best position, 

idX is position of i  particle d dimension in t generation. PSO has fast convergence, 

simple operation, less the required parameters, but the algorithm global search capability 

is weak, easy to fall into local optimum [24].  

 

3. Improved Particle Swarm Optimization (IPSO) 
 

3.1. Improving Ideological 

Based on the formula of velocity and position, we increased inertia weight w . The 

value of w  is monotonically decreasing, when w  is large will help broaden the scope of 

the search, when w is small can conducive to convergence. Calculated velocity and 

position based on improved formula of particle velocity and position, and then calculate 

the fitness of the particle. 

However, only the inertia weight w  is not enough, because in the actual search, 

although this approach converges faster, but it is easy to fall into local optimal medium. 

Therefore, we then do further improved, when the historical individual optimal value 

equal to the current optimum, or historical global optimal value is equal to the current 

best, believed that this particle may be trapped into local optimum, the position of the 

particle randomly selected. It can break the restrictions of local optimal value, effectively 
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reducing premature convergence problem, greatly increasing the probability to obtain the 

global optimum. 

Specific methods: due to the basic PSO algorithm is easy to fall into local optimum 

drawback, this article has been modified their algorithm formula. Speed formula changed 

as follows: 

))()((**))()((**)(*)1( 22111 tXtPcrtXtPcrtVwtv idgdidididtid     （4） 

)()()1( tXtVtX ididid             （5） 

)
1

(*
max

1
T

t
www ttt


             （6） 

Where 1tw  is the inertia weight, expressed the inertia weight in 1t . The formula (6) 

can guarantee the inertia weight w  is a monotonic decreasing. 

 

3.2. The Calculation of the Fitness of the Particle 

We also improved the calculation of the fitness of the particle, if the fitness value of 

current particle is equal to the optimal value of history individual particles, or the fitness 

value of current particle is equal to the global adaptation best fitness, and then randomly 

selected particle position. If the current fitness of particles is better than the best historical 

individual particle or the best history, replace the current particle fitness historical 

individual or global optimum. )( randpop j , if )()( jstfitnesspbepopfitness j  or 

stfitnessgbepopfitness j )(  

Where jpop  indicates the position of the first particle,   is the particle location 

selection, )( jpopfitness  means that current fitness of the j-th particle, )( jstfitnesspbe  

means that the history optimal of the j  particle, stfitnessgbe means that the optimal 

solution of the global history, )(rand  indicating that the particles position were 

randomly selected within the   range. 

 

3.3. The Procedure of PSO 

The Procedure of IPSO is as follows: 

1. The initial setup particle size, lower and upper limits of inertia weight w , the upper 

and lower limits of particle position, acceleration factor, the number of maximum 

allowable iterations. 

2. For each particle, evaluate the fitness of the particles according to the evaluation 

function. 

3. According to the new w  formula to calculate the value of tw . 

4. Calculate the new location of the particle according to the original formula, limiting 

the particle and position. 

5. Re-evaluate the fitness of each particle according to the evaluation function. 

6. For each particle, comparing the current value of the optimal value and history 

optimal value, if it is better to replace individual optimal and save individual best 

position, if the current particle is equal to the fitness of the best fitness history, then the 

particle positions were selected randomly. 

7. Comparing the current fitness value of all particles and the history of its global best 

fitness values are better than the current history, if the current global best value, saving 

the value of the global best position, or if they are equal then selected the particle position 

randomly. 

8. Meet the conditions, output search results, otherwise returns three search. 

9. The bestg is the global optimum. 
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4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

In this paper, we designed experiments of ACO, PSO[7] and IPSO. The parameters of 

algorithms are set as follows: agent has established the different 

ability  4321 ,,, iiiii bbbbA , iA complete the task 

4321 4321 iiiiA bbbbCost
i

 ; tasks require the ability  4321 ,,, lllll bbbbB , 

the interests of the task 
4321 4321Pr lllll bbbbofit  . In experiments set the 

number of Agent = 200. 

Environment 1 



n

i

lAall BBB
i

1

, Three algorithms for the task can not be generated 

agent coalition. 

Environment 2 



n

i

lAall BBB
i

1

, Three methods for the task can be generated agent 

coalition, but the quality of the results are different (see Table 1). 

Environment 3 



n

i

lAall BBB
i

1

, ACO and PSO algorithms have a great waste of 

resources, the coalition value is very small. And the advantages of our method are more 

obvious. 

 

The statistical comparisons are showed in Table 1, Figure 1-2. 

 

 

Figure 1. The Optimal Solution 
Evolving Curve (Environment 2, 500 

Items) 

 

Figure 2. The Optimal Solution 
Evolving Curve (Environment 2,800 

Items)
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Figure 3. The Optimal Solution 
Evolving Curve (Environment 3, 500 

Items) 

 

 

Figure 4. The Optimal Solution 
Evolving Curve (Environment 3, 800 

Items)

Table 1. Comparison of Three Algorithms for Coalition Value (Statistical 
200) 

Environment number of 

tasks 

coalition value 

IPSO PSO ACO 

1 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 

8 0.0 0.0 0.0 

50 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 4 0.9414 0.9412 0.8332 

8 0.9349 0.9200 0.8011 

50 0.9300 0.9108 0.7832 

3 4 0.8400 0.8412 0.8332 

8 0.7323 0.7200 0.7011 

50 0.5576 0.5108 0.5832 

 

Table 2. Comparison of Three Algorithms for the Times (Statistical 100) 

Environment The number of 

tasks 

Time ( Seconds) 

ACO PSO IPSO 

1 4 - - - 

8 - - - 

50 - - - 

2 4 7.45 6.11 5.01 

8 13.11 12.12 11.56 

50 42.09 34.11 31.01 

3 4 7.76 4.13 3.11 

8 16.12 11.12 10.89 

50 44.90 38.32 34.99 

 

Table 1 shows the process of the mean of best coalition value of population found by 

IPSO、PSO and ACO in there environments. It can be seen that IPSO with only 

improved strategy can get better results. Table 2 shows the times cost by IPSO、PSO and 

ACO when find the best coalition in there environments. It can be seen that IPSO with 

only improved strategy can get better results and its running time is a little faster than the 

PSO and ACO. From Figure 1-4, we can find that IPSO is hardly falls in the local 
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minimum, also its running time to reach the optimal solution is a little faster than the PSO 

and ACO. And it can avoid the algorithm getting in the local optima area easily. 

From Table 1, 2, Figure 1-4, we can see that in the environment 1 task can not be solved 

by the three algorithms. In the environment 2 the three methods can generated agent 

coalition, but the quality of the results are different, The sum of coalition value of our 

algorithm is the largest, and our algorithm also has the fastest convergence, the highest 

utilization rate of resources. And results are the best. In the environment 3 ACO and PSO 

algorithms have a great waste of resources; the coalition value is very small. And the 

advantages of our method are more obvious. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Agent coalition is a key issue of multi-agent system, there are still many areas to be 

studied, especially for dynamic environments. We face not only the complexity of the 

agent coalition formation, but also the actual application process including not only the 

combination of resources, task allocation, but also co-verification, co-simulation and other 

follow-up steps. Of course this is the next step in this research. This is future work. 
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